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U.F.O. (Unidentified Furniture Object) is an expression of how you canpass through 
the rules that sometimes govern the characteristics of a piece of furniture.

The particularity of U. F. O. is that it lies and touch the ground through a spherical 
cap that gives shape and structure to the seat, balancing the same in every situation 

of load and induced movement.
A single point of contact on the ground significantly reduces friction and makes

U. F. O. , although large in size, is an extremely light object to move on itself. 









U.F.O. sizes are deliberately exaggerated, another distinctive feature of an 
interpretation out of the boundaries for a seat.

The space makes it possible to sit in any desired direction, even in two. 





U. F. O. is composed of a spherical cap in composite fibers mix of about
170 cm in diameter, whichis the support for the seat, a mix of different 

foams wrapped in a hand-sewn Italian leather cushion. 









The seat is composed of several layers of different densities of foam, selected 
and coupled by hand, thus ensuring a perfect ergonomic deformation.

The first choice leather upholstery, “primo fiore “or category variants,is chosen 
among the best offers on the Italian market and is sewn by hand

by expert craftsmen in the field.
The leather is also certified as FULL CYCLE ITALIAN SKIN by law 11239.

an international certification that guarantees an Italian and respectful
production process.

This certification guarantees a production respectful of the environment
and free of toxic agents or treatments. 





An identification plate certifies its authenticity and allows the
customization for totally tailored and limited series .









The tailor-made possibility of customization is summarized in :
60 colors available for seat skins

Total RAL range available for body colors
26,940 combinations available. 





U. F. O. is also available in a limited edition with a body in fiber of
carbon, entirely handmade by dry process. 









U. F. O. has also been realized in versions for artists, who have used the 
seat as a canvas on which to imprint their works. 
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